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Summary: 

 
The sub-salt environment in deepwater Gulf of Mexico, 

USA (Fig. 1) presents various opportunities as well as 

challenges for hydrocarbon exploration and production. In 

this environment, salt has played a key role in shaping the 

trap style, reservoir distribution and hydrocarbon 

maturation. Several discoveries ranging from less than 100 

MMBOE up to several hundred MMBOE recoverable 

resource have been made in the sub-salt prospects. The play 

type ranges from Pliocene age amplitudes to Miocene and 

Paleogene age non-amplitude supported play. This paper 

focuses on deepwater sub-salt non-amplitude play and 

associated geological and geophysical challenges. 

 

Introduction: 

 

Mid Jurassic age Louann salt has been a primary driver and 

influential factor in trap formation, reservoir deposition and 

petroleum system maturation in deepwater Gulf of Mexico. 

The source rocks include Upper Jurassic Tithonian and 

mid-Cretaceous Turonian age shale which were among the 

first sediments to be deposited initiating the first phase of 

salt-sediment interaction. Deposition and distribution of 

later-age reservoir rocks from Paleocene-Eocene and 

Miocene age are controlled by the amount and rate of 

sediment supply and the associated salt movement to create 

accommodation space. The trap style is influenced by salt 

evacuation in the form of diapirs, canopies and welds.  

Figure 2 shows various types of traps including four-way 

salt cored anticlines, three-way salt/weld flanked structures 

and four-way turtle structures, which are prevalent in 

deepwater Gulf of Mexico. Salt’s influence is not only 

limited to various geologic aspects of hydrocarbon 

accumulation, but also extends to seismic imaging which is 

highly critical to exploration and production in this 

environment. 

 

 

 

 

Seismic Imaging: 

 
Salt geometry, when rugose and steep, distorts the ray paths 

which results in poor illumination of sub-salt targets. 

Advances in seismic acquisition/processing have led to 

dramatic improvement in the imaging of complex 

structures in sub-salt environment. These include Wide 

Azimuth (WAZ), Rich Azimuth (RAZ) shooting and Coil 

Shooting, which have led to significant improvement in 

subsurface illumination. Depth imaging techniques such as 

Wave Equation Migration (WEM), Reverse Time 

Migration (RTM) have improved the image quality. 

Imaging improvement alone has contributed significantly to 

trap definition, reservoir delineation and reduction in depth 

and positional uncertainty. Better imaging of salt has 

helped to understand the salt tectonics story which impacts 

HC maturation and migration, trap definition and reservoir 

delineation.  

 

Prospecting: 

 
Prospect maturation in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico starts 

with looking for structural highs, hence it is important to 

have a good subsurface image to define the closure, 

especially when salt distorts the image because of its fast 

velocity compared to that of the surrounding sediments. 

Most of the deepwater GOM is covered with 3D seismic 

data. In the last decade a great volume of depth migrated 

seismic data has been made available in the sub-salt 

environment.  It takes several iterations of salt body 

mapping to get a good salt geometry to be used in the 

overall velocity model followed by detailed tomography of 

sub-salt velocities. Although depth migration algorithms 

such as Kirchhoff, Beam steer and WEM are in common 

use, RTM is proving to be the best approach to image the 

complex sub-salt area.  

 

Detailed delineation of reservoir facies is difficult due to 

lack of seismic resolution resulting from low frequencies. 

However, gross reservoir intervals can be mapped with a 

high level seismic facies analysis. This in association with 
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information from nearby well penetrations, knowledge of 

salt architecture and sand fairways helps determine the 

chance of reservoir presence in the areas of interest. 

Regional basin analysis including burial history and 

thermal modeling combined with petroleum system work 

help in understanding the hydrocarbon generation and 

migration into the reservoir interval as well as reservoir 

quality. 

 

Prospect risking and subsequent resource estimation in 

deepwater GOM is a challenge when each element of it is 

riddled with uncertainty, which arises from imaging issues 

and lack of adequate data. Therefore, probabilistic resource 

assessment, which can incorporate uncertainties in various 

parameters, is generally used.  

 

Wildcat Drilling and appraisal: 

 
Drilling a sub-salt prospect requires extra casing to drill 

through salt. Drilling through salt is fast, but getting out of 

the salt into the section below can be tricky because of pore 

pressure issues. Offset well information and seismic 

velocity based pore prediction methods help plan the casing 

design and mud weight program. Because of imaging 

issues, a sub-salt discovery may still need a few appraisal 

wells to fully evaluate the resource potential of the 

prospect. Faults below seismic resolution can lead to 

compartmentalization which requires more wells for oil-

water contact delineation and accurate resource estimation.  

 

Conclusions: 

 
Sub-salt exploration in deepwater Gulf of Mexico has been 

an overall success. GOM has proved to be a hydrocarbon 

prolific basin. New plays have emerged and have kept the 

industry interest alive in this part of the world. The 

challenges are mainly due to seismic imaging issues in this 

environment although improvements in seismic acquisition 

and processing have led to increasing exploration success.  
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(a) Salt Cored Fold: 4-way closure (c) Base Salt Truncation: 3-way closure(b) Turtle Structure: 4-way closure

(e) Bucket Weld: 3-way closure (f) Salt Ridge: 3- or 4-way closure

(a) Salt Cored Fold: 4-way closure (a) Salt Cored Fold: 4-way closure (c) Base Salt Truncation: 3-way closure(b) Turtle Structure: 4-way closure(b) Turtle Structure: 4-way closure

(e) Bucket Weld: 3-way closure (f) Salt Ridge: 3- or 4-way closure

Fig 1. Gulf of Mexico – US Offshore 

Fig 2. Deepwater Gulf of Mexico – Different trap styles. Salt in blue color. Section in green is the sub-salt target section 

(Pilcher et. al, 2008) 


